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Vanilla Options - The Effect of Commodity Price Risk on Madagascan Vanilla Farmers

Introduction

Commodity risk refers to the risk to an organisation or entity associated with changes in the price of a given commodity due to market externalities outside their control. Producers and their customers are both affected by commodity risk, though typically with opposing fortunes. If the price of a given commodity falls, so the theory goes, a farmer risks being unable to recoup costs. Conversely, should prices rise, customers risk exposure to financial losses through higher expenses. The uncertain but opposing nature of commodities risk to producers and their customers has given rise to a significant number of hedging strategies designed to mitigate these risks, from futures contracts, where an agreed future sale price is set in advance, to so called vanilla options, whereby the value of a financial derivative is used to offset a potential price change. However, not all commodities behave equally, and not all actors have access to financial brokers. Consider the vanilla cultivation industry. A highly prized spice used in a wide variety of luxury confectionary products, global demand for plant based vanilla extract has surged in recent years (Bomgardner, 2016). Cultivators in Madagascar, the world's largest producer of the most sought-after variety, should therefore have been a primary beneficiary. Instead the industry has been plunged into crisis. In 2017, tropical cyclone Enawo ravaged the country, wreaking substantial destruction in the North East vanilla growing heartlands and causing prices to soar to highs of $600 per ounce (Pilling, 2018). Even those farmers who managed to save their crop were not able to capitalise, instead becoming prey for violent gangs hunting for a crop now more valuable than silver (figure 1, from moneyweek.com (2018)). The risks associated with vanilla cultivation were arguably higher than ever.

This report analyses the Madagascan vanilla cultivation industry from a risk perspective. It describes the environmental and economic setting of vanilla cultivation in Madagascar, before discussing its inclement risks. First, the external, macro-factors of natural hazard risk on Madagascan vanilla are examined and an assessment made as to whether, given a certain level of common knowledge surrounding these hazards, combined with challenges specific to vanilla agriculture, the decision by farmers to cultivate vanilla at the expense of other subsistence crops constitutes a measured choice or reckless act. The report then discusses how the ensuing price surge following cyclone Enawo created new risk factors in the form of poor-quality product and community violence, upending a simplistic model of
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commodities risk by placing both producers and their customers on the same side. Finally, the paper asks whether this alignment of risk provides a path forward, by providing incentives for both farmers and buyers to work together toward a more sustainable future.

A brief overview of Madagascan vanilla: Origins, cultivation and commerce

It is perhaps ironic that for an island where an estimated 89% of all plant species are unique and endemic (WWF, 2018), vanilla, one of the key components of the Madagascan economy, is a non-native species. Originally from Mexico, vanilla arrived in Madagascar during the early 19th Century with French entrepreneurs who sought to grow the plant commercially (Correll, 1953). However, all initial attempts at cultivation failed due to the lack of pollinating wildlife resident in Madagascar and the fact that flowers remain open for only a single day each year (Correll, 1953). It was not until 1841 when Edmond Albius, originally a slave born on the neighbouring isle of Reunion, developed a method of hand pollination that vanilla cultivation began in earnest (Cameron, 2012). Today, the vast majority of plants are still propagated using similar techniques by individual small hold farmers (Bomgardner, 2016), a highly labour-intensive enterprise. In addition to the fickleness of its reproductive cycle, cultivation of vanilla plants is time-consuming. Vines take around three years to mature into fruit bearing plants, with pods harvested around nine months after pollination and then undergoing a further five month curing period prior to obtaining vanilla extract (Correll, 1953).

Despite, or perhaps because of these challenges plant-based vanilla is highly prized. Although synthetic alternatives are widely available, created from a range of base materials and account for 99% of all global production (Gallage and Møller, 2018), the naturally derived extract commands a significant price premium. The value of the spice has been further increased by a surge in demand after announcements from multi-national corporations such as Nestle, in 2015, of aims to increase the use of natural ingredients in products and flavourings in response to changing consumer attitudes (Bomgardner, 2016). Madagascar accounted for 62% of all natural based vanilla supplied globally in 2016 (OEC - Vanilla (HS92: 0905) Product Trade, Exporters and Importers, no date) (see figure 2a). The crop therefore forms an important part of the national economy, delivering $532 million, or 19% of trade revenues to the country in 2016 (OEC - Madagascar (MDG) Exports, Imports, and Trade Partners, no date) (figure 2b).

![Figure 2 a) Major natural vanilla producing nations (2016) & b) Madagascan trade revenues (2016). Information and graphics courtesy of OEC: The Observatory of Economic Complexity.](image-url)
As a developing nation, such trade is vital to Madagascar. The country ranks 218th for purchasing power parity adjusted GDP per capita (CIA, 2018). Agriculture, including vanilla cultivation, accounts for around 80% of employment within the country (World Bank Group, 2015), much of it within the informal sector. Infrastructure in the country is poor, with Madagascar’s road density per capita being one of the lowest in the world (World Bank Group, 2015) and, partly as a consequence, there is significant disconnection between the informal, rural agricultural dominated economy and the more formalised urban sectors (World Bank Group, 2015). Given such circumstances, it is understandable that farmers may wish to cultivate vanilla as a potentially valuable cash crop. As will be seen, however, the risks of such a strategy should not be underestimated.

Seeking risk in the eye of the storm

As an island in the western Indian Ocean, cyclones are a fact of life on Madagascar. The world bank estimates that the country is affected by three natural disasters per year (World Bank, 2018). Cyclone Enawo, which made landfall in March 2017 off the North East coast, is estimated to have affected more than 430,000 people, over half of whom lived in the coastal Sava region, a vanilla growing heartland (figure 3, from Probst et al., 2017). Clearly, the risks created by such natural disasters constitute external events far outside the influence and control of the small hold farmers who grow the bulk of vanilla crops. However, although cyclones may be unpredictable, their impacts are certainly not unforeseeable; farmers may not know when exactly a disaster may strike, but it would be naïve to conclude they are unaware of its possibility. Mikes and Kaplan (2012) note that risk creation can be voluntary when it is accepted as an inherent part of business operations. This is as true for Madagascan vanilla small holders as it is for multi-national corporations. By choosing to use land to cultivate vanilla, a cash crop, over lower value but more subsistence forms of agriculture such as cereals cultivation, farmers are voluntarily creating risk in search of higher profits. However, the risks for Madagascan vanilla growers are far higher than their business executive counterparts; should disaster strike, a farmer and their family face not bankruptcy, but starvation and extreme poverty. These risks are exacerbated further by the long cultivation cycle of the vanilla plant, taking up to four years from planting to maturation and pod growth (from which the spice is extracted) (Correll, 1953). Over this period of time Madagascar will face an average of 12 disaster events, any one of which has the potential to wipe out four years’ worth of work and investment, leaving the grower destitute.

Given these risk factors, should farmers who convert the entirety of their holdings to vanilla cultivation be considered reckless? There is some evidence in favour of such an argument. Lopez, as quoted in Pilling (2018) states, “People are saying, ‘I don’t care about growing food to feed myself. I only want to grow vanilla’”. The high potential value inherent in vanilla cultivation
provides a strong framing device for such sentiments, potentially biasing a farmer’s decision over what crops to grow. Prospect theory suggests individuals to be more risk-seeking in the face of uncertain losses, and more risk averse when facing uncertain gains (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Farmers may view the uncertain loss of a valuable vanilla crop due to cyclone damage more favourably than the uncertain gain of having protected oneself against such a disaster through diversification into more rapidly growing food crops, causing their behaviour to become more risk-seeking and promoting an overemphasis on vanilla. Equally, farmers may be subject to availability bias, in which information that is more salient in the local environment overshadows a more truthful and accurate depiction of events (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). Stories abound of successful vanilla barons, or ‘vanillionaires’ (Kacungira, 2018), who have profited wildly from fruitful plantations. Although these individuals are the exception rather than the rule, their wide influence and notoriety in local communities may place them in the forefront of consciousness, enhancing the appeal of vanilla cultivation to farmers whilst at the same time downplaying negative outcomes. In this way, farmers may decide to cultivate vanilla without fully appreciating all the risks involved. Such individual actions, when taken by many farmers, can lead to the further generation of even greater risk. Collective overemphasis on vanilla, a currently valuable cash crop but with long cultivation times, not only increases the exposure of individual farms to natural hazard risks, but also depresses the availability and local supply of other basic subsistence crops such as cereals. Such a situation, when over-focus is given to one profitable resource at the expense of other potential sources of value, is termed ‘Dutch disease’ (Bruno and Sachs, 1982) and can result in entire regions becoming less diverse and self-sufficient. Should disaster strike, communities in these areas will be less equipped to recover independently due to a lack of resource diversity. Biases which influence farmers to engage in more risky behaviour at an individual level therefore create a culture of systemic risk-taking with potential impacts across wider society.

Why high prices don’t help

Even for farmers who manage to avoid the effects of natural disaster risk, a high price does not necessarily guarantee profit. Perversely, skyrocketing prices have created a scenario which may, in fact, expose those who successfully cultivate a vanilla crop to new risks. Poor infrastructure and the small hold nature of vanilla cultivation means that vanilla agriculture is highly fragmented, and farmers are often isolated from direct contact with customers buyers. They are thus at the mercy of unscrupulous middlemen, who buy vanilla from farmers at low prices, hoarding the spice to restrict supply, before selling to international buyers at inflated prices. It is estimated that farmers receive on average only 5-10% of the true value of their produce (Pilling, 2018). In a more sinister turn of events, reports of criminal gangs stealing and even murdering farmers to pillage their vanilla crop. As Madagascan vanilla farmer Francois Ravelonjara states in Kacungira (2018), "It would be better if prices went down. We didn't make much – but at least we did not live in fear". Rather than providing rewards, high prices have simply created new risks.

At a wider level, high price and the worries of losing an entire crop to criminal elements can also cause cultivators to act in a manner which, although potentially profitable in the short term, may create longer term risk to the sustainability of the Madagascan vanilla industry. Kacungira (2018) reports that farmers sometimes harvest vanilla crops before they are fully ripe, both to capitalise on high but volatile prices and minimise the window of opportunity for would-be thieves. By doing so, farmers are exercising the behavioural trait, often noted in safety management circles, of individuals acting in a manner providing benefits which are soon, certain and positive (UK Government, 2012). Although this may be beneficial in the short term, over a longer duration such practises threaten the competitiveness of Madagascan vanilla in the international market. Harvesting pods before they are fully ripe degrades spice quality. For Madagascar, long associated
with the highest standards of product, such degradation may ultimately prove harmful by opening the door to other producing nations. In this manner the attempts by individuals to minimise one type of risk actually give rise to a potentially more fundamental danger.

Risk alignment and a way out

It has previously been shown how the high price of vanilla upends the traditional assumptions of commodity price risk among producers. Instead of high prices providing commensurate rewards for those farmers who engage in vanilla cultivation, it simply adds new layers of risk exposure. Buyers of vanilla too, are affected by commodity risk, albeit in a more traditional manner. High prices eat into profit margins, with Kacungira (2018) documenting how some UK ice cream parlours have been forced to stop stocking vanilla due to its exorbitant cost. For the multinationals who buy significant quantities, high prices and restricted supply create risks to complex supply chains. A high price creates risks for almost everybody.

That may not necessarily be a bad thing. By aligning both producers and their customers on the same side, incentives are created to work together in finding a solution which mitigates risk for all. A lower price may not necessarily mean farmers profit less if it also means a fairer, more stable price, with less incentive for dubious, racketeering middlemen. Guaranteed pricing is one method, similar to a rudimentary futures contract, whereby a buyer stipulates a specific price to be paid in advance, removing uncertainty from the equation along with those that profit from it. Such schemes are relatively common and are used in developing world agriculture by organisations such as Fairtrade (Aldred, 2014). Commonly, however, they specify only a minimum baseline price and so do not address risks associated with high prices. They also fail to help farmers deal directly with external natural hazard risk. One suggestion to mitigate both the risks of price and external factors is to combine guaranteed pricing with micro-insurance schemes such as those documented in Mechler et al. (2006). Under such a plan, producers would be paid a fixed price (both floor and ceiling), limiting downside risk exactly like a futures contract. However, should market value rise above the agreed price, rather than the buyer being the sole beneficiary (as occurs in standard futures contracts), some of their savings would be apportioned off as insurance for farmers against natural hazards or other risks (figure 4). In this way price risks, both low and high, would be minimised whilst farmers would also be insured against natural disasters. As Loewe (2006) notes, implementation of such schemes is often challenging in

![Figure 4 An illustration of a mechanism for providing both minimum pricing protection and insurance provision through fixed pricing schemes for a commodity of varying value](image)
developing countries and Madagascar, with its recent history of political instability and high levels of corruption (Baum et al., 2017) is likely to be no different. A lack of strong, effective institutional mechanisms would necessitate the willing and active participation by large vanilla buyers such as Nestlé, as well as facilitation by non-governmental organisations who can provide the levels of legitimacy and trust within communities required for such schemes to flourish (Dahan et al., 2010). All the more reason then for the alignment of risks between vanilla producer and buyer to be highlighted; an effective solution requires the equal incentivisation of both parties against risk.

Conclusion

Madagascan vanilla cultivation presents an interesting case study into some of the risks of developing world cash crop agriculture. External risk, in the form of natural hazards, is exacerbated by high prices that create and inform biases, encouraging risky behaviour with impacts at a wider, societal level. Those farmers who do succeed in generating a vanilla crop, rather than reaping the rewards of high prices, are exposed to yet more risk in the form of criminal gangs and may unwittingly contribute to longer term, sector-wide risk through their short-term mitigation actions. This upends the traditional assumption that a high commodity price is necessarily positive for producers, instead aligning both farmers and customers on the same side of commodity price risk. Whilst Madagascar is a challenging implementation environment, this alignment could incentivise farmers and customers to work together towards a lower risk, more sustainable future.
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